KENNETH MASEKA, founder of Gryphon Financial and Gryphon Hedge Fund Partners, is a former Wall Street insider with over a decade of experience as a highly successful stock broker and trader.

While on Wall Street, he discovered that the big institutional clients - known as the "smart money" - earned far greater returns than individual investors, many of whom lost huge sums, especially after the crash of 2000.

He correctly reasoned that the big institutional investors make more money in the markets largely because they can afford proprietary research that small investors do not have access to.

By knowing which institutional investors generated the highest portfolio returns, and closely monitoring their trades, Kenneth quickly gained the ability to help his clients - and now his readers - earn market returns far above average.

Largely hidden from the public eye, here's where the big institutional money managers make their insider trades - and generate double and triple-digit gains that leave the Dow in the dust.

90-day Risk-FREE Trial!

Now Ken Maseka, the former Wall Streeter who led investors to profits of 256% ... 500% ... and 988%, blows the lid off the greatest insider trading secret ever ...

Wall Street’s “Secret Stock Exchange”

Largely hidden from the public eye, it’s where the big institutional money managers make their insider trades ... and generate double and triple-digit gains that leave the Dow in the dust.

In this report: an amazingly simple way to uncover – and make -- the same winning trades the big Wall Street insiders make ... 100% legal!

Just look at the profits our readers have already made:

- Quest Diagnostics ... up 2,166%.
- CNH Global NV ... up 988%.
- CNH Global NV ... up 988%.
Having taken himself from the slums of the south side of DC to a self-made multi-millionaire, Kenneth now wants to help other investors achieve the same success he has.

And unlike many financial advisors, Kenneth puts his money where his mouth is - trading his own recommendations in his own seven-figure portfolio.

Today he enjoys the rewards of following the "smart money" - a seven-figure retirement nest egg, $2 million mansion on a hilltop, second home on the ocean, a new Lexus.

Now, with his new Ministry of Wealth advisory, Kenneth shows how you too can make the same trades as the top-performing mutual fund managers and other big institutional investors ...

---

**Dear Investor:**

Hello. My name is Kenneth Maseka.

Have you heard of me? Perhaps not. But when you hear the gains my readers have made, you may wish you had….

◆ Those who followed my trading recommendations on BP Prudhoe Bay Royalty Trust turned an initial $10,000 investment into a $60,000 windfall in energy profits.

◆ We bought Apollo Resources – and rode that particular rocket to a gain of 770%.

◆ Plantronics didn’t do quite that well for us … but we still quadrupled our money on the stock.

◆ On a little-known textile company, True Religion Apparel, a $10,000 investment turned into $45,500 – enough to buy a brand new car with the profits on that one trade.

◆ We bought Investment Technology Group at $2.90 … then sold at $13 for a 348% gain.

◆ Meanwhile, investors who put $10,000 into Envoy Capital Group on my recommendation saw their ten grand grow to $87,200.

And that’s just the tip of the iceberg of the profits we made by trading on Wall Street’s “secret stock exchange.”

Now, let me ask you a question….

Are many of these trades unfamiliar to you?

I’m not surprised.
and the torso of a lion, the GRYPHON is a mythical animal that protects hidden treasures while symbolizing strength and vigilance.

You see, you aren’t likely to hear about opportunities like these from your broker – or in your morning copy of Barron’s or the Wall Street Journal.

That’s because by the time the financial media get wind of a hot stock, the share price has already had a big run up.

So it’s too late for you to get in on the play -- the Wall Street insiders have already creamed the lion’s share of any profits.

Follow the "smart money"

No, if you want to make real money in the market, you have to follow the “smart money”…

The big institutional investors, brokerage houses, mutual funds, hedge funds, and pension funds.

I call their trading activities Wall Street’s “secret stock exchange” … because most investors have no idea who the important players are – or what they are buying or selling this week.

Institutional investors who trade this “secret stock exchange” typically bide their time until a stock has fallen out of favor with small investors and is dirt-cheap.

Then, they buy up shares at the bottom … and drive the price up by literally making a market for the stock.

“The big institutional players are pros,” notes a recent article in BusinessWeek. “Their traders … have access to high-level fundamental and technical research to help them make their buying decisions.”
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C. Howard

"Overall return including commissions 69% in one week! Annualized too big to calculate. Thanks. Keep it up."

J. Seara

"In at $2.35, out at $4.00 ... 70% in less than a week. Thanks."

M. Applebaum

"Specific recommendations are right on target ... [you] have an eye for value and the ability to uncover new investments before they soar."

J. Desposito

No, if you want to make real money in the market, you have to follow the “smart money”...

The big institutional investors, brokerage houses, mutual funds, hedge funds, and pension funds.

I call their trading activities Wall Street’s “secret stock exchange” … because most investors have no idea who the important players are – or what they are buying or selling this week.

Institutional investors who trade this “secret stock exchange” typically bide their time until a stock has fallen out of favor with small investors and is dirt-cheap.

Then, they buy up shares at the bottom … and drive the price up by literally making a market for the stock.

“The big institutional players are pros,” notes a recent article in BusinessWeek. “Their traders … have access to high-level fundamental and technical research to help them make their buying decisions.”

And a landmark study from the Terry College of Business at the University of Georgia found that “institutional investors are able to use their access to information and extensive information processing abilities to pick superior investments.”

The good news is that, riding on the coattails of the smart money … and following their lead … you can outperform the Dow, and make much more money in the stock market than your friends and neighbors.

The trick is to determine which stocks the smart money is buying -- and then jump on board when the time is right.

Best of all, it’s perfectly legal. There’s no “insider trading,” no confidential company information that needs to be unearthed.

On the contrary, the “secret stock market” -- the trades being made by the smart money investors – is public knowledge, there for all to see … provided you know where to look.

But you have to know who the smartest institutional players are … which stocks are their top picks….

And how to spot buying signals -- price movement and volume of trades -- on the stock’s price chart – that identify entry and exit points.

Or better still, find someone who does, and let him do the work for you. That’s where I come into the picture….
From rags to riches ... and a million-dollar secret

One reason you never heard of me is that I didn’t start out as a hot-shot trader or investment banker on Wall Street.

Like many folks, I began at the bottom … growing up in poverty in the southeast portion of DC, where our whole family lived in a tiny one-bedroom apartment.

My father was a part-time handyman who did odd jobs around the neighborhood. But he only did them whenever he felt like working, which wasn’t often.

The whole reason I went to Wall Street was not because I was an investment genius (although I am a trained economist), but because I was sick and tired of being poor – and I thought Wall Street was where the money is.

And I was right…. 

I drove up from DC to NYC with my life savings -- $300 – in my pocket. Spent some of it on a study guide for a broker’s license, reviewed it for a week, and passed the test.

Soon, I was a junior broker in a big firm. Always good with people, I immediately started opening 8 new accounts per day. My commission check for my first 2 weeks was $60,000. To a working-class guy from DC, it was the big time!

As a successful broker, I’ve made millions of dollars, bought a $2 million estate on Toad Hill in Staten Island, own a luxury condo on the ocean in Miami, and drive a brand-new Lexus LS 430.

But most of the individual investors I saw weren’t getting rich – especially after the crash of 2000.

Some of the institutional investors we handled, however, were making a killing. And it was then I realized the deck was stacked in their favor … and against the average investor.

9,800% gain in just 5 months?

During nearly a decade spent on Wall Street, I kept my eyes and ears open – and paid attention to who was really making the money.

I knew I was no financial whiz. But I thought that if I figured out who the real investment wizards of Wall Street were … and did what they did … I could become rich, just like them.

Operating in the center of the financial district – my office is at 67 Wall Street – I’ve gotten to know many of the biggest players … both institutional and individual investors … on a first-name
Some became clients. One was a major Manhattan real estate developer (no, not Trump). Another is one of the wealthiest men in Sweden.

Well, I saw that the big institutions had the deepest pockets for research – and, they got the best results.

So I put them under a microscope, tracking their every trade … seeing how the money is really made in the markets.

Gradually, I penetrated the inside secrets of Wall Street’s “secret stock market.”

I developed, through trial and error, a research system that enables me to constantly monitor the trades of the top one-tenth of one percent of institutional investors.

And just look at the profits my “smart money” system has already generated for readers who followed my trading recommendations:

- Foster Wheeler … up 966%.
- GrafTech International … up 429%.
- QUO … up 2,350%.
- Genelabs Technologies … up 203%.
- CNH Global … up 988%.
- Forward Industries … up 644%.
- DXP Enterprises … up 412%.
- Healthways … up 826%.
- China Netcom Group … up 255%.
- Apollo Resources … up 770%.
- Abaxis … up 300%.
- Urasia Energy … up 466%.
- Intermix Media … up 198%.
- And dozens more….

For instance, one of the Wall Street insiders whose activities we follow had been actively trading InterContinental Exchange (ICE) for triple-digit gains every time he bought and sold it.

The next time he bought ICE, the stock was at $35 … and we bought at that price, too.

When he sold at $160, we sold at $160 -- and locked in a handsome 357% gain in 16 months.

We trade both stocks and options – you choose which you prefer -- and on another ICE trade, we bought an option that gave us a staggering 9,800% return on our money in only 5 months!
Ministry of Wealth earned a 371% gain on ICE in 16 months.

Now, you can get the “trading recommendations” of the Wall Street insiders delivered to your desk every week in my new advisory, Ministry of Wealth.

Each weekly issue gives you one new trade the smart money is making today. We select only those trades with an upside potential of 50% or higher. Holding periods range from weeks to months, so you don’t trade too frequently.

Keep in mind that the hedge fund managers and other big institutional investors we follow have millions riding on every trade.

Even one stock that loses money could mean the portfolio manager has to start looking for a new job, if the losses are bad enough. So they can’t afford mistakes – and they spend a small fortune to research each investment decision.

They don’t have many losers. We don’t either. Seven out of every ten trades we make are winners … many producing triple-digit returns. Like 173% profit on Crane … 256% profit on Local.com … and 412% profit on DXP Enterprises.

As a Ministry of Wealth reader, you can buy and sell along with the “big boys” … and bank the
same huge returns they do. But your research cost is pennies a day, not the thousands of dollars a week they spend!

How the smart money beats the market by trading on their “secret stock exchange”…

The smart money on Wall Street has the deck unfairly stacked against the average investor.

Here’s how it works…

A stock’s price begins to slide. Individual investors get nervous and start to sell, which causes the price to drop even more.

On the way down, some investors buy the stock because it’s trading at a lower price than it was at its highs.

But they don’t recognize the signals that clearly indicate that the price is going lower still.

As a result, these bargain hunters buy low, panic as the stock continues to fall, sell, and take their losses.

Finally, the stock hits its true bottom, selling for perhaps a few pennies on the dollar in relation to its high.

It’s at this point that the smart money on Wall Street -- institutions, hedge funds, and well-capitalized investors -- can most easily take advantage of the small investor.

Because they invest millions in any given stock … instead of a few thousand dollars like most individual investors … these big institutional players have a lot more money than you do riding on the companies they buy.

They can’t afford mistakes. And so they spend an enormous amount of money on company research.

By knowing who the “smart money” is … the institutional investors with the best track records … we can profit from their proprietary research – without paying for it.

You see, we don’t have to know why they are buying a stock.
It’s enough to know they are buying it.

If we can get in early, as soon as they take a position, we can roughly duplicate their profits … and let the “smart money” guide us to safe, smart profits!

And because they rarely lose, you rarely lose. So far this year, we’ve made dozens of winning trades – with not a single loser in the bunch – including:

… Williams-Sonoma, 379% profit  
… Synopsys, 115% profit  
… Ceragon Network, 76% profit  
… Sotheby’s, 196% profit  
… Uranerz Energy, 58% profit  
… Kreisler Manufacturing, 122% profit  
… Cell Therapeutics, 111% profit  
… ON2 Technologies, 172% profit  
… Apple, 53% profit  
… SanDisk, 48% profit  
… Celsion, 93% profit  
… Ceridian, 127% profit.

3 FREE GIFTS …
for Charter Subscribers only

When you join me as a no-risk subscriber to Ministry of Wealth, you get my weekly trade recommendations … e-mail alerts if there’s an action to take between weekly issues … 24/7 access to our subscribers-only Web site….

And, for a limited time only, you also get 3 FREE money-making reports as your Bonus Gifts:

** FREE Bonus Report #1: Hot Profits from Natural Gas … the addition of hundreds of gas-fired power plants has created more demand in the U.S. for natural gas than there is supply, and the consumption of methane by utilities will double by 2020.

While oil can be shipped anywhere someone has a port, natural gas can’t: it requires a working liquefied natural gas (LNG) receiving plant. The U.S. has only 4 working LNG receiving plants.

We haven’t built a new LNG terminal in 20 years. With permitting roadblocks – the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission recently rejected a request from Weaver Core Energy for preliminary approval to build a new $250 million LNG terminal in Massachusetts – it will be 20
years before we stem our natural gas gap with LNG imports.

In the meantime, we have to drill for the natural gas we need right here. And the choices are limited. The Rockies remain as one of the few big basins left in the continental United States with meaningful natural gas reserves.

New natural gas test wells are being drilled in this basin – by both big energy companies as well as juniors – at a frantic rate. In this special report, you get our full research recommendations on gas exploration plays poised to generate explosive gains from the ongoing natural gas shortage.

**FREE Bonus Report #2: The New Uranium Bull Market** … we are in the midst of the first great uranium bull market of the 21st century, with uranium prices soaring from $9 a pound in 2001 to $125 a pound today.

Right now, nuclear power accounts for 16% of the world’s electricity, with over 440 reactors operating in more than 30 countries. What’s more, demand for “yellow cake” (uranium oxide ore) will skyrocket once the nearly 30 new reactors currently under construction are completed. The Wall Street Journal reports that there’s only enough uranium production today to meet 65% of the world’s needs.

In this special report, we show you the “sweet spot” in today’s new uranium bull market: junior exploration ventures with proven uranium resources that are nearing the production stage. The company we are buying today holds over 23 million pounds of yellow cake with a market value of $1.9 billion, yet trades at a market cap of only $76 million. Production will begin any day now, and when it does, investors who get in now could quadruple their money.

**FREE Bonus Report #3: How to Protect Yourself From Falling Real Estate Markets** … It’s the biggest financial scandal of the year: lenders qualifying subprime consumers for mortgages they clearly couldn’t afford.

To add insult to injury, many of these loans were adjustable rate mortgages (ARMs), where after a specific period, payments increase as interest rates rise. As a result, foreclosures are at an all-time high, with 1.2 million filings in 2006 – and that number is expected to double in 2007.

Economics aside, the foremost issue facing you, the homeowner, is the devaluing of your property, as excess inventory in the housing market continues to bring down home prices. In this special report, you’ll find two solutions to “hedge” the value of your house, while also capitalizing on any continued downward movement in national real estate values.

Million-dollar research – yours for pennies per day!

The superstar institutional investors we monitor in the Ministry of Wealth spend untold millions
of dollars on proprietary stock research. Most of it is never made available to the general public ever.

But as a member of Ministry of Wealth, you gain access to the results of all that expensive research ... namely, the investment decisions the “smart money” makes based upon their secret data ... for pennies on the dollar.

The regular annual subscription rate to Ministry of Wealth is $180 a year for 52 weekly issues bringing you one new trade every week.

As a member, however, your cost for a full year of service is only $89 – a discount of 50% off the regular rate.

That comes to just 24 cents a day ... less than the price of a first-class postage stamp.

But MOW won’t cost you even that much if it does not make money for you, because now you can....

Try it risk-free

My track record provides ample proof that following the smart money on their “secret stock exchange” can help you trounce the returns of the Dow and NASDAQ.

But of course, you want to be sure before you spend your hard-earned money on my advice. And so....

Sign up today to my new Ministry of Wealth service. Make some of my trades – following our smart-money signals – for real or on paper.

Then decide. If your results do not fully convince you that Ministry of Wealth can help make you richer – a LOT richer – than your friends and neighbors....

Or you are not 100% satisfied for any other reason ... or for no reason at all ...

The next year is entirely on us.

That way, you take no chances. All the risk is on our shoulders, and not yours – as it should be.

Profit from Wall Street’s “secret stock exchange”

Who knows more about making money in the markets than everyone else?

The top 0.1% of institutional investors, that’s who.
These major players are privy to proprietary research – and confidential analyses – that not one investor in a thousand ever sees.

There is strong evidence for the ‘smart money’ hypothesis,” note the researchers from Terry College of Business in their classic study on institutional investors.

They conclude: “Institutions are better able to identify superior private placements and increase their holdings in these firms accordingly.”

Now you too can follow the “smart money” … and make the same trades they do on Wall Street’s “secret stock market.”

And earn – as we already have – profits of 145% … 252% … even 2,726% and higher this year.

So what are you waiting for?

To activate your no-risk subscription to *Ministry of Wealth* … and get your 3 FREE Bonus Reports … just click below now. Or call toll-free 800-828-9921 today.

You’ll be glad you did. I guarantee it.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Maseka, Editor
Ministry of Wealth

P.S. Remember, there’s no risk. If you’re not 100% satisfied, you're entitled to a year of service, free – without question or quibble.

P.P.S. Quick-Response Bonus! Reply this week and you get a 4th FREE Bonus Report, Winning Gold Producers.
Most metals are in bull markets, and gold is no exception. Whenever U.S. investors lose faith in the economy and the dollar, they shift their wealth away from paper instruments and into gold and other hard assets.

Long-term inflation caused by unchecked U.S. government spending has weakened the U.S. dollar. The federal government reports the inflation rate at about 2% annually. But the real number (see chart) is closer to 10%. {SG}

Since the U.S. abandoned the gold standard in 1971, the dollar has lost 95% of its value. If just 1% of paper money in the world rotated into gold, the yellow metal could easily top $1,000 an ounce.

In this special report, you’ll read about two mining companies which could easily double … along with a strategy to help you buy the shares of each company below market value while limiting your downside risk.

To activate your no-risk subscription to Ministry of Wealth… and claim your FREE Bonus Reports … click below now:
If you haven't already done so, please add us to your address book to avoid being picked up by your ISP's email filter. To do so, please follow the directions on our Whitelisting Page.

Gryphon Financial

110 Wall St 11th Floor

New York, NY 10005

800-828-9921

718-356-7198

212-859-5088